Determination of the line tension of giant vesicles from pore-closing dynamics.
Giant vesicles generated from synthetic and natural lipids such as phosphatidylcholines are useful models for understanding mechanical properties of cell membranes. Line tension is the one-dimensional force enabling the closing of transient pores on cell membranes. Transient pores were repeatedly and reproducibly formed on the membrane edge of giant vesicles generated from synthetic and natural phosphatidylcholines employing a nitrogen-pumped coumarin dye laser (440 nm). Line tension was determined at room temperature from closing of these pores that occurred over several seconds when the radius of the vesicle could be considered to be constant. The value of line tension depends on the nature of the lipid for single lipid systems, which, at room temperature, yielded a vesicle bilayer region in the gel, fluid, or mixed gel and fluid phases. The line tension for vesicles generated from phosphatidylcholines with saturated acyl chains of lengths of 12-18 carbon atoms ranges from 1 to 12 pN, exhibiting an increase with chain length. Vesicles generated from the natural Egg-PC, which is a mixture of lipids, are devoid of phase transition and exhibited the largest value of line tension (32 pN). This value is much larger than that estimated from the line tensions of vesicles obtained from lipids with homologous acyl chains. This study, to our knowledge, is the first to employ laser ablation to generate transient pores and determine line tension from the rate of pore closure and demonstrate a relationship between line tension and acyl chain length.